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CQI.21JJ1ITTY" m.JLES FOR AIDS AND INTERVENTIOJ'ffi BY :MEMBER STATES nr FAVOUR 

OF THE IRON Alf.D STEEL INDUSTRY 

EXPLANATORY MEMORANDUM 

1. Introduction 

The characteristics of the crisis facing the steel industry are well known. 

The adverse conjunctural situation has affected the industry throughout 

the t·rorld but the Community industry has been amongst the most seriously 

affected as a result of its loss of competitiveness, t·rhich is due to 

certain structural weaknesses and more particularly to the existence of 

many plants using obsolete equipment and techniques, and of more modern 

plants which have frequently not reached optimal capacity levels, as well 

as to the unfavourable location of many plants. 

The Commission has already taken action to improve the market situation 

in the short term by the introduction of minimum prices for certain pro

ducts and in other cases of guidelines for prices and deliveries within 

the Community as well a.s by action to check the adverse effects on the 

Community price level of imports from third countries. These short-term 

measures cannot however resolve the deep-seated structural problems and 

the Co~~ission has therefore also taken steps to prepare a detailed 

restructuring plan for the industry, a task on which it is curren~ly 

enp,aged, and to promote its restructuring by Community aids to investment, 

pursuant to Article 54 of the ECSC Treaty. It has further sought to 

mitigate the effects of the restructuring on the industry's workers by 

expanding its reconversion activi~ies pursuant to Article 56. 

It is vital tha.t the implementation of the Community's restructuring 

policy should not be imueded by measures taken by Member States indivi

dually. Equally, hoHever, the Community is not itself in a position to 

neet all the industry's requirements for assistance. As a counterpart to 

the initiatives taken by the Commission a framevrork must now be developed 

;Ji thin \·:hich national measures \·till reinforce rather than frustrate action 

ta!;:en at Community level. 
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Tne draft Decision of the Commission which would establish such a Commu

nity framework for Member States' aids and interventions in favour of the 

steel industry, is therefore an integral part of the industrial restructu

ring policy which is being elaborated by the Community. 

2. The necessity for a Decision under Article 95, 1 

1) The gravity of the crisis in the steel industry is such that virtually 

all community undertakings are making losses and have been doing so for 

some time. Despite the Commission's efforts to strengthen price levels 

within the Community the finances of steel undertakings are bound to 

remain under pressure in the years ahead. 

Because of the considerable importance of the industry in the Community's 

economy as a producer and an employer, Member States will therefore in

creasingly find themselves obliged to intervene to support the industry 

both to enable it to survive the crisis and to promote its restructuring. 

These national aids and interventions will be in the common interest, 

provided that they contribute to the realisation of Community objectives. 

2) The ECSC Treaty's provisions on national aids and interventions do not 

offer the Commission the necessary flexibility in its appraisals of such 

measures. Article 4 (c) prohibits specific aids and subsidies without any 

possibility of derogation except in the rare case where an action by a 

Member State damages its own steel industry. The Commission is then em

powered by virtue of the seoond subparagraph of Article 67 (2), subject 

of certain conditions, to authorize aids in these circumstances. The 

other provisions of Article 67 concern actions having an appreciable 

effect on compe'ition and taken under the Member States reserved powers 

(i.e. their general economic, industrial, regional, social and other 

policies). This article empowers the Commission, after consulting the 

Consultative Committee and the Council, to make recommendations to in

dividual Member States in certain circumstances: those in which an action 

is liable to provoke a serious disequilibrium or in which it allows spe

cial benefits to or imposes special charges on steel undertakings in 

comparison with the other industries in the same country. 
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3) \{hile the Commission is prepared to use these powers of recommendation 

where necessary and appropriate it does not consider that they consti

tute an instrument sufficiently comprehensive and flexible to meet the 

requirements of the present situation. Recourse to Article 95 is re

quired in order to enable the Commission to ensure that actions taken 

under reserved powers are compatible with the common interest and to 

authorize aids and subsidies that would otherwise be prohibited by 

Article 4 (c) of the Treaty. 

4) ~ne draft Decision, of course, only applies to aids and interventions in 

favour of steel undertakings and in respect of those of their activities 

which are subject to the rules of the ECSC Treaty. Aids whose purpose is 

to facilitate conversion to products to which the Treaty of Rome applies 

are not subject to this DeGision. 

3. The nripciples of the draft Decision (Article 1) 

'rhe objective of the draft decision is, as already indicated, to provide 

a framework ensuring that national aids and interventions will be compa

tible with the Community's overall policies for restructuring the steel 

industry and that they do not distort competition to an extent contrary 

to the common interest, while at the same time offering Member States the 

necessary flexibility to cope with a variety of circumstances. 

The present legal framework of the Treaty does not afford the flexibility 

required for these objectives to be attained. It is therefore necessar,y 

by means of a Community instrument to create new rules providing, on the 

one hand, for the supervision and control of aids and interventions in 

favour of the steel industry, where these are financed from national 

sources and, on the other hand, for the necessary Community appreciation 

of such action as Member States may take within their reserved powers 

and which may have similar effects on competition to aids and inter

ventions. 

The draft decision thus makes provision for all aids and interventions, 

not merely for those that are specific to steel. It should be noted in 

particular that the terms of Article 1 are such that its provisions 

apply to: 
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(i) aid"s ard. intenrentio+s for rerional ourooses.
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(iii) aids and interventions granted not only by central governments bB! 
also by local or regional authorities and by narastatal organisations 
or institutions. 

The judgment of the Court of Justice in case 78/76 confirms that the 

terms employed in Article 1 of the Decision, that is "aids and inter

ventions ••• financed or provided by Member States or through State 

resources", are general and apply to all measures of this kind whether 

financed by the State itself or by local authorities or parastatal 

institutions. As in the cases of regional aids and interventions 

and of publicly-owned undertakings, this general applicability to 

all public authorities of the draft Decision is essential if the 

Decision is to be fully effective and not to discriminate against 

the steel industry in some Member States, since the degree to which 

aids and interventions are administered by central Governments varies 

between Member States. 

4· The main provisions of the draft Decision 

Article 2 

This article concerns aids and interventions in support of investment by 

the steel industry. 

Aids and interventions would be restricted to investment programmes, or 

projects forming part of such programmes, which have been notified to the 

Commission as required by Decision no 22-66 of the High Authority, as 

amended by Decision no 2237/73 (ECSC) of the Commission. These Decisions 

unless modified in the future, require undertakings to noti~ to the 

Commission: 

(i) all investment programmes for steel furnaces or for convertors for 

steel production; and 

(ii) any other investment programmes concerning new plant or replacement 

or conversion work whose estimated total cost exceeds 5 million units 

of account. 

The bulk of programmes which do not meet either criterion involves 
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'I'hc criteria set out in this article are based on these considerations. 

In vie>'' of the im:1ortance of these aids and interventions for employment 

the Commission >·!ill take narticular account of regional problems in its 

a,Ywaisals of plans for aids and. interventions under this article. 

Article 5 

This article provides for the extreme case in Hhich a Member State has 

to intervene on an emergency basis to rescue an undertaking vlhose insol

vency is imminent. Aids and interventions for this purpose are, as in the 

case of those provided for in Article 4, likely to have particularly ad

verse effects on comnetition by preventing the disa:)pearance of the least 

com-petitive capacity in circumstances 11rhere ca'lacity has to be reduced in 

;:;ggregate. 

The article therefore provides that such aids and interventions should 

be limited to cases where they are required in order to cope with acute 

social problems and that they should be a first step towards a more de

finitive solution to the undertaking's problems. This solution would in 
general involve either the closure of the enterprise or its restructuring. 
In addition, in order to avoid distortions of competition subsequent to 

the rescue, the intensity of aids and interventions should be as lol'l. as 

possible. The article therefore provides that action should normally con

sist of a guarantee or of a loan at a commercial rate of interest. 

A:>:-ticle 6 

The first paragraph of this article establishes a procedure for examining 

those aids and interventions on i·lhich the Commission must take position 

prior to their implementation. This procedure is essentially the same as 

that provided for in Article 93 of the EEC Treaty. 

It will be noted that the Commission is required to state its position 

as rapidly as possible having regard to the urgency of each case. This 
ecuec;i~.lly 

provision :ls included;for the case v1hen emergency measures have to be 

taken pursuant to Article 5. 

The second paragraph empo-vrers the Commission to require repayment of 

aids or interventions put into effect contrary to the provisions of the 
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Decision; this anplies to the failure to respect either the criteria or 

the procedures of the draft Decision. 

Article 7 

This article institutes similar procedures and criteria for all aids and 

interventions which Member States might \.,rish to introduce · 

but which do not meet the particular provisions of the draft 

Decision. 

Article 8 

This article provides for regular consul tat ions betv-1een the Commission 

and the Member States on the operation of the Decision and on individual 

aid and intervention plans. 

Article 9 

This article provides for th~ draft Decision to be in force for a period 

of about three years. At the end of this period it may be appropriate to 

extend its validity or to amend it in the light of experience and of the 

~regress achieved in restructuring the industry. 
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DRAFT 

COMMISSION DECISION 

establishing Community rules for aids and interventions by Member States 

in favour of the iron and steel industry 

The Commission of the European Communities, 

Having regard to the Treaty establishing the European Coal and Steel 

Community, and in particular Articles 2 to 5, 46, 54, 56, 67 and to the 

first and second paragraphs of Article 95 thereof, 

1.ihereas ••••••••••• 

Having consulted the Consultative Committee and with the unanimous assent 

of the Council, 

HAS ADOPTED. THIS DECISION: 

~I· I 
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Article 1 

1. The orderly functioning of the conmon market requires that the adjustment 

of the steel industry's capacity to prospective demand is made in an or

derly manner and th;t the industry's competitiveness is restored by the 

extension, modernisa·tion and rationalisation of those plants offering 

the best prospects of viability and the closure of other plants. 

2. Aids and interventions in favour of the steel industry, financed or pro

vided by Member States or through State resources in any form i-J"hatsoever, 

may be considered compatible with the orderly functioning of the common 

market if they satisfy the provisions of this Decision and if they do not 

affect competition and trade bet-v:een Member States to an extent contrary 

to the common interest. Such aids ~"d interventions shall only be put in

to effect in accordance with the procedures established herein. 

Article 2 

1. Aids and interventions in support of investment in the steel industry 

may be considered compatible with the orderly functioning of the common 

market if they meet the following criteria, that is to say 

(1) 
( 2) 

the Commission has received prior notification of the investment pro

gramme concerned as required by High Authority Decision No 22-66 of 

16 November 1976 on information to be furnished by undertakings about 

their investments (1), as amended by Commission Decision No 2237/73 
(ECSC) (2) or by any subsequent Decision; 

the amount ~"d intensity of aid or intervention in any form v1hatsoever 

are justified either by the importance of the restructuring effort in

volved or by the structural problems of the region where the invest

ment is to be undert~~en and are limited to that which is necessary for 

this purpose; 

- the investment programme conforms to the General Objectives for steel, 

having regard to any reasoned opinion that the Commission may have 

issued on the investment programme concerned. 

OJ Ho 219, 29.11.1966, p. 3728/66 
OJ No L 299, 17.8.1973, P• 28 
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2. The net grant equivalent of aids and interventions shall be calculated 

in the manner set out in the Commission's Communication to the Council 

of 23 June 1971 on General Regional A.ids Systems (1) subject to any amend

ments subsequently made to this method of calculation. 

Article 3 

1. Aids and interventions to defray the costs resulting from the partial or 

total closure of steel plants may be considered compatible \vith the or

derly functioning of the common market. 

2. The costs eligible for such aids and interventions shall be the following: 

- Payments to workers made redundant or retired before legal retirement 

age, where such payments are not to be met by contributions pursuant 

to Article 56 (1) (c) or (2) (b) of the Treaty; 

payments due to third parties in respect of the termination of con

tracts, in particular for the supply of raw materials; 

- expenditure incurred for the redevelopment of the site of closed steel 

plant for alternative industrial use. 

3. £~ember States shall, ivi th effect from ••••••••••••••• , submit six-monthly 

reports to the Commission on aid or intervention decided upon in the 

course of the previous six months. These reports shall contain the 

following information on each closure: 

an identification of the undertaking or plant closed; 

- the amount and precise nature of eligible expenditure due to the 

closure; 

the amount, nature and other particulars of the aid or intervention. 

(1) OJ No C 111, 4.11.1971. 
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any conditions laid down by the Commission. The Commission shall make its 

views known as soon as possible having regard to the urgency of the case. 

If, after giving notice to the parties concerned to submit their comments, 

the Commission finds that the aid or intervention is incompatible lvith 

the provisions of this Decision, it shall inform the Member State concerned 

of its decision. When a period of two months from the date of receipt of 

the notification of the plan in question has expired without the Commis

sion having initiated the procedure herein provided for or othervlise hav.ing 

made its views kno>m, the measures may be put into effect, provided that 

the Member State has given prior notice to the Commission of its intention 

so to do. 

2. Where a Member State has put into effect aids or interventions contrary 

to the provisions of this Decision, the Commission may by means of a de

cision addressed to that State require the repayment or other withdrawal 
I 

of the aid or intervention in question. 

Article 7 

1. All plans proposed by Ivlember States lvhich involve an action vli thin the 

meaning of Article 67 (1) of the Treaty shall be notified to the Commis

sion in sufficient time to enable it to submit its comments thereon. The 

proposed plans shall only be put into effect \vi th the approval of and 

subject to any conditions laid dovm by the Commission. 

2. The Commission shall evaluate such plans in the light not only of 

Article 67 (2) and (3) of the Treaty, but also of the general objectives 

and, as appropriate, of the particular provisions of this Decision. 

3. vllien a period of two months from the date of receipt of the notification 

of the plan in question has expired without the Commission having initia

ted the procedure provided for in paragraph 4 or other1vise having made 

its vievm known, the measures in question may be put into effect, pro

vided that the Member State has given prior notice to the Commission of 

its intention to do so. 

4. }lliere the Commission reaches a negative opinion on the plans in question, 

it may, after consultating the Consultative Committee and the Council, 

ad.dreea the necessary recommendation to the Member State concerned • 
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yticle 8 

The Commission shall prepare regular reports on the operation of this Deci

sion for discussion 1rli th eJ...})erts from the Member States. It may also seek 

the viev1s of these experts in the case of the more important aid and inter

vention pl~1s notified to it before taking a position on these plans. 

Article 9 

Tnis Decision shall apply until 30 June 1981. 

Article 10 

This Decision shall be binding in its entirety and directly applic~ble in 

all Member States. 

Done at 1978 

For the Commission 
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